WORD SEARCH
We’ve hidden lots of sea creatures and marine words in this grid. How many can you find from the list below?

Coral  Otter  Shark
Crab   Ray    Shell
Eel    Sand   Tide
Fish   Sea    Turtle
Jellyfish  Seal  Wave
Octopus  Seaweed  Whale

DIID YOU KNOW?
Male seahorses are the ones who give birth—sometimes up to as many as 1,000 perfect mini seahorses!

CORAL  EDDL  octopus  Helm  Octopus  Seaweed  Wave
CraBS  eAlI  HShELLYSS  JELLYFISH  waoctopus  hwtturtleh  aetsandsa  leetideer
edrwaveak

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
When seahorses pair up, they mate for life—see if you can spot all 6 differences between our pair here.
**Before your visit: What will you see?**

Get ready to see lots of exciting things on your SEA LIFE centre visit! But how much do you already know? Look at the names of the creatures below and draw in what you think they look like. Don’t look them up in a book or online – try and draw from memory!

**Octopus**
Octopuses have large brains and are thought to be as intelligent as dogs.

**Jellyfish**
Box jellyfish are the most dangerous, and can kill a human in 3 to 4 minutes!

**Shark**
Black-Tip Reef Sharks are a type of shark found in very shallow waters which grow to nearly 2 metres.

**Clownfish**
You’ll recognise this fish from the popular animated film! **Hint:** it has bright orange and white markings.

*DID YOU KNOW?* Clownfish can become immune to the poison from anemones.
ON YOUR VISIT: WHAT CAN YOU SEE?

Now you’re at the SEA LIFE centre, compare your drawings with the creatures you can see, and draw them again as they really are. How close did you get?

Octopus

Shark

Jellyfish

Clownfish

DID YOU KNOW?
The longest jellyfish in the world is the Arctic Lion’s Mane Jellyfish, which grows to a huge 35m long!

DON’T MISS...
... the fun SEA LIFE Factfinder Trail scratch cards which you can pick up on your visit. See how many questions you get right!